
The Daycare Centre Kita Theodor-Heuss- 

StraBe is an integrated daycare. Currently, 

we have 88 children enrolled in five groups 

of our center who are cared for the whole 

day: 

1 integrated creche classes 

2 integrated Kindergarten classes 

2 multi-age Kindergarten classes 

Children come from all over the world. Inter- 

cultural life together is an important point of 

emphasis in our day care. 

We have 21 pedagogic and special needs 

care providers, as well one house keeping 

provider. 

STUDENTENWERK GOTTINGEN 

Kita Theodor-Heuss-StraBe 

Theodor-Heuss-Sr. 21 

37075 Gottingen 

Management: Kerstin SUndermann 

Phone: +49 551/ 381 2845 

E-Mail: kindergarten@studentenwerk-goettingen.de 

Opening hours: 

Monday to Friday:7:30 a.m. — 5:00 pm. 

Main service hours: 8:00 am. - 4:00 pm. 

Visit by appointment 
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,,Die Arbeit Iauft dir nicht davon, wenn du deinem 

Kind einen Regenbogen zeigst. Aber der 

Regenbogen wartet nicht, bis du mit der Arbeit fertig 

bist.” 

Chinesisches Sprichwort 



Pedagogic Themes 

OFFERS 

The learning workshops of our day care: Children have 

many opportunities to develop their curiosity and individu- 

al interests: 

In the gymln the children’s workshop 

In the children’s library 

In the crafts room 

In the dress—up area 

In the play kitchen 

In the therapy and movement room 

In the language workshop 

In the roofed inner courtyard 

In the large outdoor play area 006000000 

OTHER PEDAGOGIC OFFERS 

o Intercultural education 

Creative and aesthetic education 

Health initiatives through self-esteem building (the 

”I am I" program) 

Music and rhythm 

Nature—Environment—education 

Excursions 

Project work 

Maxi—Club 

Bridge years from creche to kindergarten/ 

kindergarten to school 
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OUR PEDAGOGIC VISION 

Our pedagogic work orients itself to the situational entry. We 

accompany a child’s development to their independent per— 

sonality by supporting and encouraging their competencies. 

DEVELOPING AND ENCOURAGING LANGUAGE 

We emphasize and integrate language development 

and language support in the daily routines of our day- 

care. The enjoyment of language, having fun with 

communication, and overcoming speech barriers are 

our primary goals. 

TRANSITION TO KITA ACCORDING TO THE BERLIN MODEL 

In order to encourage a trustworthy relationship and bond be— 

tween children and caregivers, we use the Berlin model of tran- 

sitioning to the KITA. Before a child is accepted into our day 

care, we have an in—depth first conversation with the parents, 

in which we discuss the individual needs of the child. 

DOCUMENTING LEARNING 

In our day care we work with "Learning Stories". This is a way of 

observing and documenting a child's learning after the meth- 

ods of Margaret Carr, which focuses on five elements of learn— 

ing: being interested, being engaged, accepting challenges, 

expressing oneselfand communicating, and taking part in a 

community. At the end of their stay, each child receives a lov— 

ingly created portfolio documenting their entire stay in our day 

care. 

INTEGRATED WORK FOR CHILDREN FROM 1 TO 6 

YEARS 

Each child, whether developmentally challenged or 

not, has the same needs for sensory stimulation, 

movement, contact, happiness, care, recognition. The 

Kita ”Theodor-Heuss-StraBe ”offers a place where chil- 

dren can feel cared for and protected and learn to live 

together and learn from one another in an atmos- 

phere of acceptance and tolerance. Through the pro- 

fessional support of our personnel, children are ena— 

bled to actively participate in their development. 


